Message to the Summit Lighthouse Students
on the Broadcasting of Liturgy
ANDREA SELESTOW: El Morya is on the Karmic Board. The Karmic Board was
asked, “What happens now to these chelas who will not broadcast the decrees?”
EL MORYA: For this, the study group leaders, step down.
ANDREA SELESTOW: The Karmic Board took into consideration the efforts of
quite a few that tried to destroy the organization.
El Morya’s comment was, “Well, they are going to find it hard to ascend.
They will have to return a number of embodiedments, buy and listen to the tapes
that are “copyrighted” and record the decrees, but, they have this way that they
copyright their decrees so that only a select few who buy them do the decrees.”
EL MORYA: It is not that I have not gone over these situations at length with you.
You know that there is the black magic overlay in your decrees from the
authoritarianism of the Annice Booth days. The black magic is woven in the
decree work from the Ritual of Exorcism Project to, for a lack of a better word,
“hex” people. There were black magicians on the altar.
It is not that I have not already gone over with you that the purpose of the
shack rapings was proselytizing and that this evil was such that Mark and
Elizabeth Prophet would return as a Muhammad, and you would be
worshipping not the Mother of God in Mother Mary but worship them as
Prophets.
That xLanello has gone to the second death, you need to remove his name
in the preamble. You need to remove the name of Mother of the World that was
added. You need to even remove the mention of the elementals as they do
nothing for you.
MOTHER MARY: Hilarion who had been Chohan, has gone to the second death.
I would not mention names for the Chohans, nor any of the offices for the Karmic
Board as they change. The offices of Elohim will not be filled probably until after
the deluge of Noah. And so you would need to understand that Mighty
Hercules and Mighty Astrea have gone on. Cyclopea’s office is not being filled,
neither the other Elohim.
Nancy of Oregon: The names are the same for the offices however the have
different officeholders for the Elohim.
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GOD SUYRA: However, at this time, for their power, they do little of the “builder
of form” work so the offices are not filled. It is changed, with Astrea holding the
office already of the Divine Mother and Hercules rightfully working with Holy
Justinius, as there was not much work that was asked of them to do as Elohim.
You need to understand that when your decrees are addressed to the
fallen angel Samyama and Lanello and Gizel, they do not go to the respective
offices first. Your decrees go to them first. You know this from the prayers to
Muhammad, the prayers of the Moslems go to Muhammad. And with
Muhammad having gone to the second death, it goes to his hierarchy.
ANDREA SELESTOW: I would try to make a clean break while you are still in
embodiedment. 1 You see how it was that they tried to tie you into their being
Prophets. And if you would learn the teachings without their ties, and learn
what are the Second Advent Teachings, and learn what are the Ten
Commandments which they themselves did not keep and thus you did not keep,
but you do the work to shore up your understanding of the Ten Commandments
and live by that, you will see that this idolatry of the group leader and “Mother”
is such that you have this task before you…
EL MORYA: …and you can make it light work.
Susan Brailsford: It is a conscious decision. When you have been black-balled as
I had been, you see, you have to separate yourself out from those conditions.
And the idea that they owned you and had 100% rights over your decrees and
devotion, you need to separate it out consciously by doing the “light work” as
spoken of by El Morya and not carry on the “black work” of the traditional way
in which they had operated. And as much as you might think that ECP had no
choice about Annice Booth and Marilyn Barrick, it is not true. These were put in
place to hound you into submission to this conundrum, that she herself would
not be circumspect.
ANDREA SELESTOW: The annihilation decree was originally from the witches. It
was used by ECP’s children at the gangland slaying.

Typist: How do you know the difference? When you are in a devotion with those whom you
give decrees, it is as said by Kuthumi, they take you on as a chela. So Stephen Eckl who is a chela
of the Maha Chohan did ask Mighty Astrea for advice, and she did intercede. Hercules will take
on chelas, and speak to them in their times of trouble.
Nancy of Oregon: A small percentage of the decrees gets to them. But even that is powerful.
1
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MOTHER MARY: When you take on a witches’ decree, you are giving them a
momentum of your light. Thus you see how the Ritual of Exorcism Project did
change people for participation in black magic.
EL MORYA: Having been in the teachings as long as you have, you are
accountable at this point to understand voodoo and black magic.
MOTHER MARY: Long time students, even the teachers of Summit University, do
not understand the likes and dislikes and hatred and voodoo of the 1:00, let alone
necromancy. They in addition have the ennui of the 1:00, the aloofness of the
1:00.
EL MORYA: They accept the multiple sex partners. They are aloof to finding the
teachings. It is not a matter of being a lukewarm chela as I had taught. They
choose the prostitution lifestyle.

Nancy of Oregon: When you “leave the teachings” and you begin to tether yourself
to the Mother of God and her priests such as Father Malachi teaching you of demons,
you do not say, “Oh, I know that already.” You learn anew. And in that seeing, you
recognize what is slavery where they do this proselytizing. You learn what is black
magic culture, what is idolatry after you “leave the teachings.”
ANDREA SELESTOW: One person who was castrated by a woman taken to the
shack rapings said that this made him much stronger after sewing back on his penis.
He said that as “he had endured”, he was stronger in this proselytizing business.
Nancy of Oregon: It is what is called, “The buck never stops.” And so people
turned to repeating the proselytizing and went on to voodoo after ECP left.
NATHAN the Judge: See how the Mormons with their polygamy would kill people
in jihad, a war for God. And this also happened at the Summit Lighthouse, the
murderings thereafter.

GOD SUYRA: The proselytizing is against the Ten Commandments. And thus it
did lead to the murders, the taking drugs to murder people in the Church,
ordered by people a leader did not like.
NATHAN the Judge: Ella Fitzgerald and Louis Armstrong were speaking to
Jesus Christ. What they said was that for the child abuse at Montessori
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International, they do not see anyone buying the books. To even read them.
Michael Jackson said, “Who would buy the books, certainly not them.”
GOD SUYRA: These are trained if you will to recognize the Negroid slave
conditions. You can imagine the discomfort at the message for Jesus Christ.
NATHAN the Judge: He was a charming man from South America with unbridled
sex habits and he was given the job by xLanello to be fornicating with the parent with
the child in between. Where the 3-way sex with the female parent ran into trouble,
then, he would have the 3-way sex with Nancy F.
Susan Brailsford: The child that she had, by the way, was not from a SU student but
was his.
ANDREA SELESTOW: You ask about the sex of ECP at M.I. where the children
crawled around to look. The sex was done on purpose so that the children would be in
such shock, that they would always be tied to her.
On the men who were masturbated by the department head, it was timed
precisely. ECP ordered the department head to masturbate the men below him to
orgasm, and then she would in her finer body be there as the one he was having sex
with. This evil was so that they would send their light to her when masturbating. She
did not realize that this turned into a rout as these men destroyed themselves by daily
masturbation.
Nancy of Oregon: ECP collected semen samples from the men she fornicated with,
what you think of as the stump team. From the samples collected with a syringe, she
would go into the refrigerator, take out the semen samples, do the bolts fiats and
command their light to go to her, to steal their light, it was to make her always
powerful.
Note: Has ECP gone to the second death? I do not know, however, it is oftentimes
that practically it is not done, that they are there to answer further questions that arise.

Typist: It was more though. El Morya couldn’t help you.
EL MORYA: Kuthumi could not help you. Jesus Christ could not help you. Lynda
Springer asked Jesus Christ for help and all he could say to her was to commit
suicide after 120 rapings by the dorm rapist and was told by the one you are a
whore!
Typist: You see, this was not Jesus Christ’s organization. The only way that this
organization would work is if El Morya stepped in as the sponsor. And so you
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found that you could not call for Jesus nor Mother Mary. You had to go through
El Morya if that. He was given the karma for the Messengers’ failures. The people
who were raped, El Morya had thought he’d bring chelas there to grow up in
this community, he had no idea that this would happen to them. He thought for
example that Mark Prophet chose Tatiana for her having been Helena Roerich. It
was not, it was for her being the daughter he had raped in the cave as Lot. So
some of these children set out raping the men in the community.
Susan Brailsford: The bitterness you have to get through. The children of the
Keepers who went there who were abused. If not by the effects of the
proselytizing, it was the black magic culture. Where would you start then? I
would start with the ennui.
MOTHER MARY: And while we might speak on this, it is you who must do the
work to discern what is truth. Thus the teachings on the 3:00 and the 4:00 were
given to you back at Camelot as the lines, of Lucifer and Satan, and you have to
think now and learn the Cosmic Clock of the 12:00 and 1:00 if you have not
already done so.
NATHAN of the Karmic Board: So you might say that this idea that you can
post your decree work on the Summit Lighthouse website and your work be
done when it be copyrighted material is not acceptable. You will need to
return in embodiedment.

GOD SUYRA: You can see from this discussion, that you will need to be as Martin
Luther to present his 95 Thesis. You will need to re-establish the Church on the
basis of the Second Advent Teachings of Jesus Christ as it was originally meant
to be.

Typist: It is my understanding that according to the FBI, that
they have to account for the murders on the property. Cam Bui
was murdered also right? The study group leader in the shack
who died having had her clothes stolen, right. Mostly after ECP
left, the organization was destroyed by the drugs people were
taking. Murders ensued. So if the organization goes into
receivership, it is a time you would speak up. You would go to
court to settle the remains of the organization.
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NATHAN the Judge: Don’t let the drug heads get a hold of it.
Nancy of Oregon: Please!
NATHAN the Judge: Anyone who was at the gangland slaying of
ECP should be barred from attendance at the court hearings.

GOD SUYRA: You are asking for organization financial statement of condition
and who would know the most about the organization itself such as the children.
You would write your 95 Thesis!
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